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1/ 
 
Dear Brit, 
 
Did you listen to Mueller’s talk this morning?  
 
Mueller explained WHY he was authorized to investigate
whether the president obstructed justice even though he
could not charge the president with a crime. 
 
If you missed it (or didn't understand) I'll help you out.

Brit Hume
@brithume

Exactly right. If Mueller was never going to be able to find 
obstruction of justice because of DOJ policy, then what was the 
point of investigating that in the first place? By Mueller’s 
reasoning, he couldn’t have said Trump/campaign had conspired 
with Russia if he had found that

Guy Benson @guypbenson
If he had the evidence, Mueller could have identified criminal conduct & 
*recommended* charges, then let DOJ decide whether OLC guidance 
would or would not permit those charges being filed against a sitting 
POTUS. Instead, he decided not to recommend anything.
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This is where Mueller explains that DOJ regulations specifically permit the

investigation of a sitting president because it is important to preserve evidence . . .

3/ . . . while evidence is fresh and documents are available. Among other things, that

evidence can be used if there are co-conspirators who could be charged now. 

 

In addition . . .

4/ Mueller explains that the Constitution requires a process other than the criminal

justice system to formally accuse a sitting president of wrongdoing.  

 

Let me explain what that means, Brit.

5/ The DOJ can INVESTIGATE, but giving the DOJ the power to DECIDE whether to

charge a president means that the president (who oversees the DOJ) can appoint the

people who decide whether to charge him. 

 

Under the Constitution, that power resides in Congress.

6/ This thread explains why Congress and not the DOJ should decide whether the

president committed a crime: 

 

Teri Kanefield
@Teri_Kanefield

(Thread) Reading The Mueller Report VI:  
Barr v. Mueller 
 
Part I begins here:twitter.com/Teri_Kanefield… 
 
I wasn’t planning to write about Barr or anything extraneous to 
the Mueller Report as I march through my reading and analysis . 
. .
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• • •

 

 

Let me know if you have any other questions, Brit. I hope this was helpful. 

 

End/

(Thread) Reading the Mueller Report, Part I 
 
The scope and scale of the Russian cyber attack on the U.S. was 
breath-taking and horrifying. 
 
From Special Counsel: "The Russian government interfered in the 
2016 presidential election in sweeping and systematic fashion.
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